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[SCIENVI302; Marine Biology] 
 

[spring 2020] 
 

Location: NIOZ Yerseke, Korringaweg 7, 4401 NT Yerseke 
Class times: TS9 Wednesdays, usually 10:00-14:30. The exact timeslots will be 
variable but students are expected to keep their agenda’s free between 9:00-
17:00.  

 
Instructor: Dr. Inez Flameling  
Email: i.flameling@ucr.nl 
Tel: 06-23242083 
Office no. & location: E1.09 
Office hours: Tuesday 9:30-13:00, Friday 9:30-16:00 
 
 
I. Track information 

a) Prerequisites for this course: SCIENVI102 Introduction to Biodiversity and 
SCIENVI201 Ecology 

b) This course serves as prerequisite for: - 
c) Other courses which are relevant to this course – e.g. as part of a minor: 

SCIENVI301 Topics in Ecology, Earth Sciences 
 
For further information about the track, please see the track document available on the 
UCR intranet. 
 
II. Course description 
 
Approximately 2.5 billion people live within 100 km of a coastline. Many of these 
communities depend on the sea for their subsistence or income: as a food source, for 
transport, the generation of energy, the cleanup of waste, tourism, and a variety of other 
goods and services. Despite this, large parts of the oceans have never been seen by 
the human eye. We probably know more about the surface of the moon than about the 
bottom of the ocean. 
This course aims to develop a basic understanding of the ecological processes that take 
place in the seas and at the boundaries of sea and land, to give an overview of the 
various marine systems like estuaries, rocky shores and coral reefs, and to assess the 
impacts of human activities on these systems.  
The main knowledge is treated in a textbook, a short online Open University course, 
and a series of lectures and classroom exercises. A substantial part of the course will 
also be spend on a series of guest lectures from NIOZ- scientists, lab visits, excursions, 
and some field work, indicated to provide the students with current and socially relevant 
examples of research that is taking place in this field. Finally, the students will 
demonstrate their mastering of the topic in an essay. 
 
III.  Study Load  
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This course earns students four credits (equivalent to 7.5 ECTS). The class meets on 
Wednesdays for, on average, four hours. Depending on the availability of the lecture 
room in Yerseke, the exact time slot may be variable. Also, excursions and field work 
may sometimes exceed a 4 hour time slot. Therefore, participants are requested to 
keep their agenda's empty on Wednesdays. Preparation time is approximately 10 hours 
per week.   
 
IV. Course materials 
Required books and literature:  

a. Book: Marine Ecology, processes, systems, and impacts (2th edition) By M.J. 
Kaiser et al., Oxford University Press, 2011, ISBN 978-0-19-922702-0 

b. Online course: The oceans. Open University Course at 
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/the-oceans/content-
section-0. This short online course has a study load of 15 hours and provides a 
summary of chemical and physical oceanography. As such is forms a valuable 
addition to the textbook, which is mainly focused on biological oceanography.  

c. Selected articles from peer-reviewed journals, available through Utrecht library 
d. Various other articles and videos that will be posted on moodle. 

 
V. Course organization and requirements 
a) General format of class meetings 
The course has approximately 60 contact hours. These will be spend on:  

- interactive lectures and activities corresponding to the textbook  
- 3 tests (2 tests of the textbook and accompanying materials, 1 small test of the 

Open University course) 
- guest lectures, excursions, lab visits, field work and practicals (depending on 

what can be arranged) 
b) Discussion of the textbook chapters  
The chapters of the textbook will be discussed in short lectures. The lecture may also 
contain questions or exercises that the students can work on during class.  
c) Tests 
The test will consist of open questions. A list of sample questions will be provided; 
students can use these as a study tool. If they are capable of answering all the sample 
questions, they should do well on the tests.  
d) Field trips 
Participation in field trips/excursions/field work will be not be graded, but points will be 
subtracted if students fail to attend. If students are unable to attend, replacements 
assignments may be given to allow students to receive the full grade.  
e) Guest lectures 
Guest lectures will be held by professionals in the field of marine biology. Students are 
requested to write a “minute paper” after each guest lecture. A format for this minute 
paper will be provided. Please act polite and show interest during these guest lectures 
(so, no phone fiddling, annoying whispering, hiding behind laptops etc.) 
f) Essay 

http://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/the-oceans/content-section-0
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/the-oceans/content-section-0
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Students are expected to write an essay about a marine biological topic. The essay can 
be about any topic, but it has to be centred around a fundamental question in marine 
biology. An extensive assignment description is put on workspaces.  
g) Newsitems 
All students are expected to present a short, current, news item about the marine 
environment. Take something that is relevant to society, e.g. related to fisheries, 
conservation, sustainability. News items can be found, for example, in newspapers, or 
popular internet news sites. The item should be presented using visual aids. Include a 
discussion statement and moderate a short discussion. This small assignment is not 
graded but serves as an appetizer for each session and will help you to build a sense of  
the current developments in/around the oceans.   
 
VI What is expected of the students 
 

a) Students are expected  
- To attend all classes 
- To study the subjects treated 
- To actively engage in group exercises  
- To write an essay about a marine biological topic 
- To participate in discussions 
- To participate in excursions 

 
a) Rules for missing classes and deadlines 

- Students are required to inform the instructor before class if they can’t attend 
because of illness or some other urgent reason. Absence without notification 
will result in grade deduction. This is especially important because group 
transportation is arranged for this course.  

- Presence at guest lectures, practicals, excursions etc. is mandatory. Absence 
will result in grade deduction. If a student is absent for valid reasons, a 
replacement assignment may be given to make up for the missed session. 

- Not meeting a deadline will result in 10% grade deduction per day 
 

b) Procedures for communication and use of workspaces 
- The library on workspaces contains all necessary documents. Assignments 

need to be handed in via the hand-in function on workspaces.  
- Email will, if possible, be answered within 24 hours, except in weekends 
- Students can make a personal appointment to discuss course matters. Office 

hours: Tuesday 9:30-13:00, Friday 9:30-16:00 
 
This course is subject to UCR academic rules and procedures. Both students and 
instructors are required to know and follow these rules and procedures. 
 
 
VII. Assessment 
 
Grading will be based on: 
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2 tests of the textbook and the accompanying worksheets and extra materials (50%) 
1 test about the online Open University course (10%) 
guest lectures (minute papers and questions)     15% 
essay           25% 
 
The exam questions are of the same difficulty as the questions in the worksheets.  
Not handing in the worksheets, failure to attend excursions/field work will result in grade 
deductions. Replacement assignments will be given if students have to be absent for 
valid reasons.  
 
 
VII. Course schedule  
 

 

 
Time Program Assignments for 

this session 
Location, practicalities 
 

Week 1 
[Jan 29] 
 

- Course introduction 
- Lecture/ exercises: Patterns in the marine 

environment (chapter 1) 
- Tour through the NIOZ (in 2 groups, by Peter van 

Breughel and Yvonne van der Maas) 
- Lecture/exercises: chemical and physical 

oceanography 
- Guest lecture: Dunia Rios Yunes: biogeochemical 

cycles.  
-  

- Read chapter 1 
- Work through 1th 

half online 
course 

NIOZ  
Techniekbus leaves at 
9:15 in front of Eleanor 

Week 2  
[Feb 05] 
 

- Lecture/ exercises: primary production (chapter 2) 
- Film: the deep (about the geology of the oceans) 
- Guest lecture: Anna van der Kaaden: how 

internal waves shape cold water coral mounds (+ 
interactive session) 

- Read chapter 2 
- Work through 

online course 2th 
half 
 

NIOZ  

Week 3 
 [Feb 12] 
 

- Lecture/exercises: microbial ecology 
(chapter 3) 

- Small test about physical and chemical 
oceanography (Q&A in advance) 

- Guest lecture Aimee Slangen: sealevel rise 
-  

- Read chapter 3 
- Work through 

online course 2th 
half 

 

NIOZ  
 
LET OP GROTE ZAAL 
BESCHIKBAAR TOT 
14:00 

Week 4 
 [Feb 19] 
 

- Guest lecture : Klaas Timmermans : underwater 
sensors used in sea research 

- Lecture/exercises: secondary production (chapter 
4) 

-  

- Read chapter 4  
-  

UCR 

Week 5 
 [Feb 26] 
 

- 11:00 Guest lecture: Loreta Cornacchia: 

“Transitions in intertidal bio-geomorphology: can 
vegetation control salt marsh adaptation to sea-
level rise?” 

- Lecture: estuaries (chapter 5) 
-  

- Read chapter 5 

-  
NIOZ  
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Week 6 
 [Mar 04] 
 

- Lecture: rocky and sandy shores (chapter 6) 
- Visit to SEAlab 

- Read chapter 6 NIOZ  

Week 7 
 [Mar 11] 
 

- Lecture: pelagic ecosystems (chapter 7) 
- Guest lecture Jim van Belzen 

- Hand in topic for 
essay 

- Read chapter 7 

NIOZ 
 

Week 8 
 [Mar 18] 
 

- Q&A 
- Test 1: chapter 1-7  

- Lecture: continental shelf seabed (chapter 8) 
- Excursion to “stichting Zeeschelp”. Guest lecture 

and tour around the facility by Marco Dubbeldam, 
marine biologist and founder 

- Read chapter 8 - St Zeeschelp 
(Jacobahaven): bus 
leaves at 12:30 in 
front of Eleanor 

 [Mar 25] Spring break – no class  

Week 9 
 [April 01] 
 

- Lecture: the deep sea (chapter 9) 
- Guest lecture: Tanja Stratmann: 

environmental impacts of deep-sea mining 

- Read chapter 9 
- Bring boots and 

warm 
cloths 

- NIOZ 
 

Week 10 
 [April 08] 
 

- Lecture: mangrove forests and seagrass 
meadows (chapter 10) 

- Excursion: macroalgae and zonation patterns at 
rocky coasts (10:36 Low Water Tide) 

- Guest lecture: Lander Blommaert: seaweed 
cultivation 

- Read chapter 
10 

- NIOZ  

Week 11 
 [April 15] 
 

- Lecture: coral reefs (chapter 11) 
- Guest lecture: coastal management/building 

with nature (Leo Adriaanse, 
Rijkswaterstaat). Location Topshuis, 
Excursion to Storm Surge Barrier 

 

- Read chapter 11 - UCR 
- Topshuis: 

techniekbus leaves 
at 12:00 in front of 
Eleanor 

Week 12 
 [April 22] 
 

- Guest lecture: Nathalie Steins (WMR). Estimating 
fish stocks and establishing fish quota 

- Hand in draft 
essay 

-  

Week 13 
 [April 29] 

- Lecture: polar regions (chapter 12) 
- Guest lecture: Greg Fivash: salt marsh 

restoration without planting  
- Guest lecture: Jaco de Smet: 

geomorphology of salt marshes  
 

- Read 
chapter 12 

- Bring boots 
and warm 
cloths (and 
gloves if 
you don’t 
like to shift 
through 

- NIOZ  
-  
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sticky 
seaweed 
packs bare-
handed) 

Week 14 
[May 06] 
 

- Lecture: fisheries and aquaculture.  
- Guest lecture: Rosanna van Hespen: 

mangrove forests 

- Watch 
videoclips 
“fisheries 
economics and 
policy” 

- NIOZ  

Week 15 
[May 13] 

- Test 2: chapter 7-12 + session on 
fisheries and agriculture 

-  

- Hand in final 
essay 

-  

- tba 

 
 
VIII. Student learning outcomes 
 
General aim: 
The aim of this course is to provide students with a basic overview of the field of marine 
ecology. Students should develop a basic insight in the processes of primary 
production, respiration and decomposition and secondary production in marine 
ecosystems. Students should obtain an overview of the various marine ecosystems, 
their differences and similarities, and the essential differences between terrestrial and 
marine ecosystems. Students should also become familiar with – and possibly develop 
an interest in- the impacts of human activities on marine ecosystems. Students should 
learn to apply this knowledge in oral presentations and written work.   
 
Learning goals: 
After following this course the students should: 

- have a basic insight in the processes of primary and secondary production, 
respiration and decomposition in marine ecosystems  

- know the characteristics of various marine ecosystem types, describe the 
differences and similarities between these systems and between terrestrial and 
marine ecosystems in general  

- have a basic insight in the effects of human activities on marine ecosystems and 
the possible methods of conservation  

- be able to participate in scientific discussions  
- be able to write a cohesive essay about a fundamental scientific question 
 


